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A method was suggested and conditions established for determining the
diffusion coefficient of water vapour in a ceramic body during its firing over the
dehydroxylation region. The temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient
was determined experimentally; it was found that the diffusion coefficient can
be regarded as being independent of concentration.
INTRODUCTION

The approach to the study of firing a ceramic body, containing kaolinite, in the
dehydroxylation region, is based on the assumption that dehydroxylation is a lst
order reaction and that firing is a combined process of mass and heat transfer [l].
Mass transfer is regarded as diffusion with a chemical reaction, and heat transfer
as conduction of heat with a source. This approach allowed a mathematical model
of this process to be devised; the model can be used to calculate the time development
of concentration and temperature fields in the body being fired in the dehydroxylation
region.
The resolving of a general model for an actual ceramic mix and body shape requires,
among others, knowledge of the material quantities and their dependence on tem
perature and concentration.
The present study had the aim to work out a method for the determination of the
diffusion coefficient which is one of the material quantities needed for the solving
of the mathematical model.
The solution of the problem is based on the assumption that dehydroxylation
is a first-order chemical reaction producing molecular water from OH- groups, this
being followed by water vapour transfer through the reaction product. Existing
findings on the course of dehydroxylation [2 through 4] also indicate that if the
process is studied on greater thicknesses of powdered sample layers or those of a body,
diffusion of vapours through the decomposition product is regarded as the decisive
process of dehydroxylation. The finding given in [5, 6) also shows that an external
vapour pressure of 0.006 MPa will slow down the reaction in a significant way.
THEORETICAL

On basing the method for the determination of the diffusion coefficient on the
assumptions introduced in the formulation of the mathematical model for body
firing over the dehydroxylation range [l] one obtains the following form of mass
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balance for a binary incompressible mix involving a chemical reaction and free
of convective flow:
0
;:;- = div (D AB (T, X A ) grad XA) - k(T) X A ,
(1)
where X A is the mass ratio of component A, i.e. water bound in the form of OH
groups in the kaolinite lattice, -r is time, D AB is the diffusion coefficient, T is tempera
ture and k is the rate constant of a first-order chemical reaction, while the tempera
ture dependence of the diffusion coefficient has the form
DAB = DA Bo exp ( -B2/T),

(2)

where B2 is the characteristic temperature and D ABo is a constant.
It is convenient to simplify the resolving of a problem in working out an experi
mental method. A considerable simplification is brought about by introduction of iso
thermal conditions while assuming the diffusion coefficient to be independent of con
centration, i.e. DAB =I= D AB (X A )- On introduction of these assumptions, balance (1)
acquires the form
0 A=
:.C
DAB div grad XA - kxA.
(3)
On a.ssuming a body in the form of an infinite cylinder, then introduction of cylinder
ordinates yields the equation
(4)

The initial and boundary conditions for the solving of non-steady-state isothermal
diffusion through an infinite cylinder can then be formulated as follows:
- initial condition
XA(r, 0) = X Ao ,
(5)
- boundary conditions
XA(R, -r) = XA0 exp (-k-r),
(6)
OXA(O, 't)

or

= 0.

(7)

On solving the balance equation (4) for conditions (5), (6) and (7) numerically
by the network method, the time development of concentration profiles in the body
has to be calculated while selecting the values of the diffusion coefficient. Subsequent
comparison of the calculated time developments of concentration profiles with the
experimentally established ones allows the diffusion coefficient value being seeked
to be evaluated at a given temperature while at the same time assessing the suitability
of the simplifying assumption introduced, i.e. DAB =I= DAB(XA).
The experimental arrangement of the method should then allow the time develop
ment of the concentration profile to be determineq for a cylindrical body while
conforming to the following conditions:
- attainment of the required temperature and a homogeneous temperature
field in the body without any chemical reaction taking place, i.e. during heating
up the body the reaction rate is zero,
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- it is possible to determine the time corresponding to the reaction onset,
- it is possible to stop the reaction instantaneously in a. moment of time required.
Execution of isothermal experiments at various temperatures yields values
of diffusion coefficients corresponding to these temperatures and creates conditions
for evaluating the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient according
to equation (2).
EXPERIMENTAL

Cyliudrical bodies 32 mm in diameter and 190 mm in length, of Podbofany kaolin
and prepared by drawing on a vacuum auger, were used in the experiments. After
drying the bodies at 378 K they were baked at 573 K to eliminate possible residues
of technologically necessary water and the interlattice molecular water from the
illitic-montmorillonitic component of the Podbofany kaolin 18].
The bodies were fired isothermally in the apparatus described in [9] and comprising
an analytical balance placed above a vertically shiftable tubular furnace with kanthal
winding, a silica glass reactor, a steam generator and a pressure cylinder with com
pressed air, shown in Fig. I.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus for isothermal measurements;
1 - body, 2 - measuring thermocouple at the upper body edge, 3 - control thermocouple, 4 - ailica
glass reactor, 5 - tubular fnrnace, 6 - wire coils, 7 -- analytical balance, 8 - furnace input controls,
9 - autotransformer, 10 - drain cock, 11 - jlowmeter, 12 - manoatat, 13 - furnace tempe,-atur�
indication, 14 - laboratory thermometer, 15 - indication of temperature at body bottom, 16 - steam
outlet, 17 - pressure cylinder, 18 - steam producer, 19 - electric plate.

During heating the bodies up to the required temperature, steam was introduced
into the reactor to create a saturated water vapour pressure in the medium and thus
to prevent dehydroxylation from taking place during this period. The chemical
reaction was regarded as stopped on the basis of constant body weight during the
heating up. As soon as a constant temperature and uniform heating-through of thfj
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body were attained, the water vapour atmosphere was replaced with air and the
decomposition process could take place.
After the holding period, the dehydroxylation was stopped instantaneously by
quenching the body down to 298 K (placing it in a desiccator after rapid removal
from the furnace). Samples for concentration profile determination were then prepared
from the cooled body. The procedure consisted of the following steps:
- a circular slice 10 mm thick was cut from the central part of the body at about
one half of the body height,
- a prism was then cut across the diameter and then cut into slices 3 mm thick
(Fig. 2),
- the individual elements were dried at 378 Kand then fired at 1173 Kto constant
weight.
The experimental arrangement of the method and the working procedure employed
ensured compliance with the conditions set up for the method.
190

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of specimen preparation for the determination of concentration fields
in the body.
RESULTS

The time development of concentration profiles was determined experimentally
at six temperatures over the temperature interval TE (733 K; 873 K). Typical
profiles obtained are shown for T = 773 K and T = 853 K in Fig. 3. The diffusion
coefficient was calculated in agreement with the procedure of numerical solution
of balance equation (4). The boundary condition for the cylinder surface was expressed
in the form (6) and the initial condition for all the experiments had the form XA(r, 0) =
= 0.106 kg/kg. The rate constant of the reaction for a given temperature was
calculated from equation (10):
k = k0 exp (-B1/T) ,
(8)
using the following values of the constants:
B1

=

21,903 K;

k0

= 36 034,956 s-1•

(9)

Using the chosen diffusion coefficient, the time development of concentration
profile best agreeing with the experimental one was calculated. Typical calculated
and experimental profiles for T = 773 K and T = 823 K are plotted in Figs. 4
and 5.
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Fig. 3. Experimentally determined time development of concentration profilee in the body during
isothermal firing over the dehydroxylation region:
a) firing temperature 773 K, time of holding: 1-3 hrs, 2-6 hrs, 3-9 hrs, 4-20 hra;
b) firing temperature 853 K, time of holding: 1-3 hrs, 2-4.5 hrs, 3-6 hrs.

The reproducibility of diffusion coefficients determined by the method suggested
was also verified at 823 K. At this temperature, the time development of concentration
profiles was measured five times for identical time periods. From the values obtained,
the mean value was calculated and the mean quadratic error expressed according
to the equation
<1

=

L (D - D,)2 (n - 1)-1,
n

i=l

(10)

where D is the mean value of the diffusion coefficient and n is the number of value.
It was found that the method allows the value of the diffusion coefficient, which
for T = 823 K was
[m2 s-11,
D823 = (6.0 ± 0.5) 10-9
(11)
to be determined.
DISCUSSION

Quantitative comparison of the calculated and experimental developments of con
centration profiles at a given temperature was carried out on the basis of expressing
the quadratic error (difference) between the two courses for a given time using the
equation
n

<11

= i=I1(xI, - x1f J2f(n - 1J,

(12)

where x_r is the calculated concentration and x1N is the concentration obtained from
the approximation curve of experimental values measured at a given temperature
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Fig. 4. OompariBon of concentration profiles (a) calculated and (b) measured, using the diffuaion
coefficient value D = 7.5 X J0-10 m2 s- 1 at firing temperature of 773 K. The curves with identical
numbers correspond to the same time of hol,ding: 1-3 hrs, 2-6 hrs, 3-9 hrs, 4-20 hrs.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of calculated (a) and measured (b) concentration profiles, using the diffusion
coefficient value D = 6,0 X 10-9 m2 s-1 at firing temperature of 823 K. The curves with identical
numbers correspond to the same time of holding: 1-3 hrs, 2-4.5 hrs, 3-6 hrs.
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and time. In addition to this, the square error (difference) between the experimental
values of concentration profile rjN and the rjN values at the same temperatures
and time according to the equation
an =

L (x1f - �i) /(n - 1).

(13)

2

i-1

The calculated a1 and au values at a given temperature of isothermal firing and
various times were used to express the significance of introducing the simplifying
assumption in the formulation of the method, i.e. the independence of the diffusion
coefficient of concentration. A comparison of the two values, e.g. for T = 773 K
and times over the interval -c E <3 hrs; 20 hrs) is given in Table I.
Comparable relationships between ar and arr were likewise found at 733 K, 798 K,
853 K and 873 K. The comparison of the ar and arr values in Table I implies that
the a1 error exceeds for all the times the au deviation respecting the dispersion of ex
perimental data. It may therefore be assumed that deviation ar reflects the possible
concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient. However, on assessing the
reproducibility of diffusion coefficient determination at T = 823 K (of. equation
(11)) and the absolute values of Gr and au, one finds a satisfactory agreement between
the time development of calculated and experimentally established concentration
profiles, determined with a maximum error of 10 % . The diffusion coefficient can
then be regarded as being independent of concentration.
On this assumption, the diffusion coefficients evaluated from the time development
of concentration profilesat various temperatures are listed in Table II.
Table I
The values of square errors ar and au at T

•

h
3
6

9

20

=

773 K

ar X 104
----kg kg- 1

an x 104
kg kg- 12

0.01
0.14
0.06
0.30

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.01

Table II
The values of diffusion coefficients in terms of temperature
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T
"](

DX 1010
m2 s-1

733
773
798
823
853
873

1.6
7.5
30
60
150
400
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Approximation of these values with the use of equation (2) yielded the values
of constants for the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient:
Do = 43,045 m2 s- 1,

B2 = 24,357 K

(14)

which hold over the temperature interval T E <733 K; 873 K).
CONCLUSION

The results of the work demonstrated that if the conditions of the experiment
are conformed to, the suggested method allows the diffusion coefficient to be determi
ned. The diffusion coefficient characterizing diffusion of water vapour through
a. kaolin body over the dehydroxylation region, can be considered independent
of concentration, and its temperature dependence over the temperature interval
TE <733 K; 873 K) has the form

D = 43,045 exp (-24,357 K/T)

[m2 s-1].

(15)
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STANOVEN1 D IFUZN1HO KOEFIC IENTU VODNf PARY
V KAOLINOVEM TELESE PRI IZOTERMNfl\1 VYPALU V OBLASTI
DEH YDROXYLACE
Yvona Mazacova, Jiri Havrda, Martin Unzeitig "', Vladimir Hanykyf
Vysoka akola chemicko-technologicka, katedra technologie Bilikatu, 166 28 Praha
*Geske vysoke uceni technicke, fakulta strojni, 166 07 Praha

Pro stanoveni difuzniho koeficientu par vody v telese pri jeho vypalu v oblasti dehydroxyla.ce
je vypracova.na metoda zalozena na mereni casoveho vyvoje koncentracnich profilu pfi izo
termnim vypalu valce z kaolinu. Jsou urceny podminky metody pro reprodukovatelne stanoveni
difuzniho koeficientu. Experimentalne je Rtanovena teplotni zavislost difuzniho koeficientu ve
tvaru (15) platna v teplotnim interve.lu TE (773 K; 873 K). Bylo zjiiiteno, ze difuzni koeficient
lze povazovat za nezavisly na koncentraci.
Obr. 1. Schema aparatury pro izotermni mefen'i;
1 - teleso, 2 - mefici termoclanek u horni podstavy telesa, 3 - regulacni termoclanek,
4 - kfemenny reaktor, 5 - trubkova pee, 6 - dratene svitky, 7 - analyticke vahy, 8 - regu-
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lace pfikonu pece, 9 - autotranaformator, 10 - vypuatny kohout, 11 - prutokomer, 12 ma11,08tat, 13 - indikace teploty v peci, 14 - laboratorni teplomer, 115 - indikace teploey
u dolni podatavy telesa, 16 - odvod pary, 17 - tlakova lahev, 18 - vyvijec pary, 19 elektricka plot'!}nka.
Obr. 2. Schema pfipravy vzorktt pro urceni koncentracniho pole v te/,ese.
Obr. 3. Experimentalne urcen'!} casov'!} vyvoj koncentracnich profilu v teleBe pfi izotermnim vypahl
v oblasti dehydroxylace;
a) teplota vypalu 773 K, doba vydrze: 1-3 h, 2-6 h, 3-9 h, 4-20 h,
b) teplota vypalu 853 K, doba vydrze: 1-3 h, 2-4,5 h, 3-6 h.
Obf". 4. Porovnani koncentracnich profilu vypoi5tenych (a) a namefenych (b) s hodnotou difuzniho
koeficientu
D = 7,5. 10- 10 m2 s- 1 pfi teplote vypalu 773 K. Kfivky se stejnymi i5isly odpovidaji temuz
casu ••1';drze: 1-3 h, 2-6 h, 3-9 h, 4-20 h.
Obr. 5. Porovnani koncentracnich profiM vypoi':tenych (o) a namefenych (b) s hodnotou dif1izniho
koeficientu;
D = 6,0. 10-9 m2 ..-, pfi teplote vypalu 82,3 K. JUivky se stejnymi cfsly odpovidaji temuz
i'asu vydrze: 1-3 h, 2-4,5 h, 3-6 h.
OIIPE)],E�IEHlll� n08flHJ)HqHEHTA )],1I<ll(J)Y3IIH BO,lJ)IHOru IIAP.\.
B HAO:IIIHOBOH .\lACCE HPH ll30TEP}Ilfl-IEC.nOM OBi.lUirE
B OE JI ACTH ,i],E r11 ,I],PO nCH .] l!POBAH lI ff
lIBoHa :Ma3aIJOBa, Mpmn raBp/la, �lapTIIH °YH3eiiTnr*, B;ra,:i;HMHP I'aHblKHpm
1:aif,eopa mex1-toJ1,oeuu cuJ1,u1.amoe Xu.11,u,:o-mexno.1weu"ec1>oeo uncmumyma,
16628 llpaea 6
*Mawunocmpoumeb.11,Hb!lt gia1.yJ1,bmem llpa:HCcr.oeo no.aumex1;u,u;c1,oeo uHcmumyma,
16607 llpaea 6
,[(JIH onpeJJ;enewrn Koacpcpm::i;neHTa JJ;Hq>cjiyann napoB BO)UJ B Macce npn ee o6»mre B 06.11acTn µ;ernJJ;pOKCHJllipOBaHIUI 61,1:;:r pa3pa6oTaH MeTOA, OCHOBhlBaIOD.UlHCII Ha H3MepeHRH
BpeMeHHOro pa3BIITIIII KOHIJ;eHTpan,noHHh!X npocp11.11eii: npn R30TepMnqecKOM ooarnre Il,ll
Jll!H,ll;pa H3 KaOJIHHa. Bhl.llH ycTaHOB.lleHhl ycJIOBilll npHM0H0H.II.si M0TO,ll;a J];Jlll BOcrrpOH3BO
,J;HMOro onpeJJ;erreHIIll Koacpcpnn,neHTa AHq>qiyann. 8Kcrrep1rneHTaJihHhIM nyTeM 6wrn ycTa
HOBJieHa T0MnepaTypHall 3aBHCHMOCTh KOaq><pHD,HeHTa nmpdiyanH B BHJ];e (15), IH[0IOIIIall
CHJIY B TeMnepaTypHOM llHTepBaJie Te <773 H; 873 R>. }j1,1.110 ycTaHOBJieHO, 'ITO KOaqi
qmn,neHT ,ll;Hcpcpyaun MOl:RHO C'lllTaTh H03UBIICilMl,lM OT KOHD,eHTpan,nll.
Puc. 1. Cxe.Ma annapamypM OAR WJomep.Aiu�c,;020 WJ.Mepenus; 1 - meM, 2 -- uaMepume.11,b1-tbtii mepMO,JJ!,e.MeHm y 6epxneu nofJcma6rm. 8 - peey.aupy10Ufuii mep.1ioa.11,e.Me1-1m,
4 - 1:6aplfe6blU pea1>mop, 5 - mpy611,amaA nNb, 6 - npoeoJ1,011,1-tb1e 6yxmbt, 7 ana.11,umu"'1c1:ue eecbi, 8 - pe2y.1tJ1.lfUR nompe6J1,J1,e.MOU MOUfHOcmu ne<iu, 9 - aerno
mpancgJopMamop, 10 - 6bmycitttou 1tpa1-t, 11 - pacxofJo.Mep, 12 - .,11,anocmam,
13 - UHOU1'lllfUJJ me.Mnepamypbi e ne"u, 14 - .11,a6opamop1-tb1i1 mep.MOMemp, 15 - UHOU
KalfU.11 me.Mnepamypbi y nu:m:1-teii. nofJcmae,;u me.11,a, 16 - om6oo napa, 17 - 6a11,ion,
18 - napoo6paaoeame11b, 19 - a.ae1.mpu'i,ec1>a11, 1.ongjop1:a.
Puc. 2. CxeMa npaeom06J1,e1-tua o6paal{,oe, npe8naana'lmnb1x 8.11..11 onpefJe.tienuR ,;onqeHmpa
lfUOHnoeo no.11..11 e meae.
Puc. 3. ;v cma1-1oeJ1,e1-t1-1oe a1.cnepUMe1-tmaJ1,b1-tb1,.M, nyme.1oi 6pe.Me1-moe paa11umue 1>on!fenmpa
lfU01-t1-tblX npogJu11,ei1 6 me11,e npu uaomep.,11,u"'1c1>0.M 06:m:uee e o6Jl,acmu fJeeufJpo1:cu
.11,upo11anu11,: a) me.Mnepamypa 06:m:uea 773 K, Bpe.M,R, 6bl,oep:J1C1>u 1--8 "aca, 2-6
11,acoe, 3-9 'lacoe, 4 - 24 '1/.aca. 6) me.Mnepamypa 06:HCuea 858 R, epe.,11,11, 11w8ep:HC1>u:
1-8 '1/.aca, 2-4 '1/.aca, 5 11,aco6, 8-6 "aco11.
Puc. 4. Conocma1111,enue 1>0nlfenmpalfuonnb1x npo<j5u.11ei1, pacc"uma1-t1-tbl,X (a) u uaMepeHHblX (6)
c 6MU'i,U1-toii 1:oaefi<J>ulfue1-1ma fJugJ<Jiyauu D = 7,5. 10- 10 .11, c-1 npu me.11,nepamype
06:J1Cu2a 778 K. kpuebie c 08uHa1>06bl,,MU 'i,UCJta.Mu 01WJe11,a10m 08una1:0110My epeMeHu
6btOep:HC1.u: 1-8 "aca, 2-6 "acoe, 8-9 "acoe, 4-20 "acoe.
Puc. 5. Conocmaeae1-me 1:0Hlfe1-tmpalfuo1-1mix npogJu.11eii, pacC'l/.uma1-t1-tbl,X (a) u WJMepennblX (6)
c ee.11u'lu1-toii ougirfiayuo1-11-1oeo 1:oagiffiulfuenma D = 6,0 . 10-9 .M2c-1 npu me.Mnepamy
pe 06J1Cuea 828R. RpueMe c oOuHa1>oew.ttu 11,ucaaMu ome1Na10m oounai:oeo..uy
epe.»enu e1,18ep:HC1>u: 1-3 'laca, 2-4 '{acoe, 5 '1,QCoe, 3-6 "acoe.
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